In special coordinates (codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies) bacterial genomes form two straight lines in 9-dimensional space: one line for eubacterial genomes, another for archaeal genomes. All the 348 distinct bacterial genomes available in Genbank in April 2007, belong to these lines with high accuracy. The main challenge now is to explain the observed high accuracy. The new phenomenon of complementary symmetry for codon positionspecific nucleotide frequencies is observed. The results of analysis of several codon usage models are presented. We demonstrate that the mean-field approximation, which is also known as context-free, or complete independence model, or Segre variety, can serve as a reasonable approximation to the real codon usage. The first two principal components of codon usage correlate strongly with genomic G+C content and the optimal growth temperature respectively. The variation of codon usage along the third component is related to the curvature of the mean-field approximation. First three eigenvalues in codon usage PCA explain 59.1%, 7.8% and 4.7% of variation. The eubacterial and archaeal genomes codon usage is clearly distributed along two third order curves with genomic G+C content as a parameter.
Introduction
The DNA double helix consists of two strands: the leading strand and the lagging strand. Pairs of complementary nucleotides, base pairs AT and GC, have different binding energies, and GC bond is stronger. For statistical analysis of genome, a linear monotonic function of the energy of strands binding, the G+C content (the share of GC base pairs) is used most often. Some time ago [2] it was observed that the G+C content of various parts of the genome (protein genes, stable RNA genes, and spacers) reveals a positive linear correlation with the G+C content of their whole genomic DNA. For coding parts, the energy of strand binding is higher than for non-coding regions. In the studies [3] [4] [5] this fact was used for gene finding in a slightly more sophisticated form of "DNA melting temperature" difference: genes melt under higher temperature than intergenic regions. This approach takes into account not only the strands binding energy, but the entropy too. It is not a miracle that the energy of strands binding defines some properties of genome, but sometimes it seems surprising that so many properties are defined by this energy. Now it has been proven that G+C content can have a dramatic effect on the codon bias and on the amino acid composition of the encoded proteins [9, 12] .
The energy of strand binding in coding parts of genome is higher than for noncoding regions, and this difference monotonically decreases with genomic G+C content growth (Fig. 1a,b ). There are even two different effects: (i) the binding energy per base pair in a coding region is higher than in nearest noncoding regions and (ii) there exist regions in genome with typical length 10 5 − 10 6 baispairs that have higher binding energy, and the share of coding part in these G+C rich regions (i.e. concentration of genes) is higher. These effects are illustrated by Fig. 1 (see also [13] ) for several genomes.
There was a discussion, what should be chosen as the independent variable for such plots based on a simple argument: both coding and non-coding regions are parts of the genome, and it may be better to use another part, GC3, average G+C content in the third position of codons in coding part. Because of strong correlations of GC i (the average G+C content in the ith position of codons in coding part, i = 1, 2, 3) (Fig. 1d ), in this coordinate we shall also obtain the same straight line, but with some additional noise. We prefer not to discuss coordinate choice, and follow the original work [2] in data representation because of the transparent physical sense of genomic G+C content (it is monotonic linear function of energy density). Of course, the genomic G+C content is a symmetric characteristic, it is the same for both strands, and does not change under transposition A↔T, G↔C. Hence, when studying nonsymmetric properties of strands, it may be useful to change the coordinate choice [7] .
In this paper, we present results of analysis of the set of known bacterial genomes (348 bacterial genomes from Genbank release April 2007). In some sense these results are experimental ones: we analyze the experimental data from Genbank without additional ad hoc theoretical hypothesis. In special coordinates (codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies) bacterial genomes form two straight lines in 9-dimensional space: one line for eubacterial genomes, another for archaeal genomes. All the 348 bacterial genomes belong to these lines with high accuracy, and these two lines are certainly different. For lines in the codon usage space an approximation of third order has appropriate accuracy, this is a mean-field approximation (known also as complete independence model or Segre variety [10] ).
The algebraic statistics paradigm [10] works for this sort of data. Simple straight lines or third order curves provide unexpectedly accurate global models of data sets. and 'y' symbols, where capital 'Y' stands for G+C content in coding regions and small 'y' stands for intergenic G+C content), A.thaliana ('A' and 'a' symbols), C.elegans ('W' and 'w' symbols) and P.falsiparum ('P' and 'p' symbols). As for S.cerevisiae, capital letters stand for G+C content in coding regions, small letters stand for intergenic G+C content. b) Difference between average G+C content in coding and intergenic regions normalized to unite variance (so-called t-test statistics for the hypothesis GC coding > GC non−coding ). c) Normalized difference ∆ W between average G+C content in windows of the length W with the center belonging to coding and non-coding regions. For ith base pair in the genomic sequence, the average C+C content, GC W (i), in the window of length W centered at this base pair is calculated, GC W cod and GC W non−cod are average values of GC W (i) for base pairs from coding and non-coding regions, respectively, and ∆ W is the normalized difference: We prove universality and accuracy of this phenomenon. Some slices and particular cases of these "genome trajectories" are known [11] . They serve as important arguments in the proof of the genome code universality [1] .
Of course, some of the linear functions appear because of simple reasons. For example, the dependence CG cod (GC genome ) (Fig. 1a) should be linear with high accuracy because of the high proportion of coding part in bacterial genomes (but even this dependency is more accurate than we could prove on the basis of this proportion).
Results

Two straight lines
For each genome we can define the codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies in the coding part of this genome. The coding part of the genome is divided into codons. The codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies are 12 numbers p Table 1 with intervals for 90% confidence level). Available archaeal genomes are biased towards thermophilic species and they are known to have their own specific synonymous and non-synonymous codon usage [8] . This may be a possible reason for the observed difference between linear dependencies ( Fig. 2 ) for eubacterial and archaeal genomes.
Complementary symmetry of codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies
There is one interesting feature of the observed dependencies on Fig. 2 which can be called phenomenon of complementary symmetry in the region around GC=50%. For given position-specific frequencies p
α , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, α ∈ {A, C, G, T } let us define the measure of complementary symmetry S:
By its meaning, S is half of l 1 distance from the distribution of position-specific nucleotide frequencies to its complementary distribution (as if it would be read from the complementary strand such that p
Let us now consider linear p
α (GC) dependencies with parameters given in Table 1. Evidently, S(GC) is a piece-wise linear function, changing its slope every time when any two "complementary" lines in Fig. 2 intersect. The behaviour of the function is shown at Fig. 3 . There are six possible slope breaks possible (since we have six terms in (1)) but only five of them happen with the positive GC-content: at GC = 38.6%, 47.2%, 47.8%, 55.9%, 59.4% for eubacteria and Table 1 : Coefficients for p • (GC) = k 1 + k 2 × GC regression with intervals for 90% confidence level. R 2 statistics shows how much variation is explained by regression. 
The values of the parameters were limited by three requirements:
1) every linear dependency p(GC) = k 1 + k 2 × GC should give feasible values of nucleotide frequencies (positive and less than one) at the borders of GC ∈ [0.25; 0.75] interval;
2) the set of parameters should fulfill the normalization requirements α p
3) the set of parameters should reproduce the observed position-specific GC-
, where k
are read from the last three lines of the Table 1 .
We randomly and uniformly sampled 100000 combinations of the parameters in this family. The results are presented on Fig. 3b . The expected value of S min is 0.78 for this family, and the probability of reaching S min ≤ 0.2 (eubacteria) is 0.6% and S min ≤ 0.32 (archaea) is 3.5%. The value of GC corresponding to S min is found with probability 70% in the GC ∈ [0.35; 0.60] interval where it is distributed approximately uniformly (the data not shown). As a conclusion, the lines on Fig. 2 have rather particular combination of parameters with respect to the minimal value of complementary symmetry measure S.
Thus, there is another question we can ask about two lines: does evolution tune the slope of the lines on Fig. 2 such that to obtain unusually symmetric pattern of codon frequencies in the region GC ≈ 50% or is it a historical trace of genome evolution? What it might be needed for? This question is a challenge for the future theoretical work.
Validation of codon usage models 2.3.1 Mean-field (complete independence) model and Segre embedding
The average codon usage (cu) in genome is represented by 64 frequencies p αβγ , where α, β, and γ are nucleotide symbols, p αβγ is the frequency of the codon αβγ in coding part of genome. The mean-field approximation (mf ) for codon usage is p
αβγ is the Segre embedding. It is widely used in algebraic geometry to consider the cartesian product of several projective spaces as a projective variety.
The Segre embedding transforms the straight lines (Fig. 2) into lines of third order (two such lines: one for eubacterial genomes, another for archaeal genomes) in the 63-dimensional simplex of codon usage (64 frequencies minus one normalization condition). The codon usage for known genomes form the clouds near these lines. These clouds have a distinctive horseshoe form (see [8] and Fig. 6 ). If the mean-field approximation is applicable, then the clouds of codon usage are close to these lines of third order. Analysis of the mean-field approximation accuracy was, partially, performed earlier in [21] . The accuracy of mean-field approximation in the 63-dimensional Euclidean space of codon usage does not mean that it is accurate in all coordinate projections uniformly. For example, it is worse for stop-codons. Violations of the mean-field approximation for usage of amino acids Arg, Val, Asp, Glu, Ser, and Cys were reported in [22] . In this section we confirm some of these and other observations and perform statistical evaluation of the mean-field codon usage model for its ability to approximate real codon frequency distributions.
Global approximation test
Let us consider four statistical models of codon frequency distribution f ijk :
• Null background model f ijk ≈ p i p j p k , where p i is simply a frequency of nucleotide i. This model has 4 − 1 = 3 parameters: 4 nucleotide frequencies p i minus one linear relation between them, i p i = 1
• Globally average codon usage model f ijk ≈f ijk , wheref ijk = 1/M i=1..M f ijk is an average codon frequency distribution observed in all M available genomes (some codons are more frequent than the others globally). This model has 63 = 64 − 1 (global, not genome dependent) parameters.
• Mean-field or complete independence model f ijk ≈ p We have constructed all four models for a set of bacterial genomes downloaded from GenBank, and tested the linear regression f ijk vs f model ijk for the totality of all observed frequencies in 348 genomes (there are 348 × 64 = 22272 frequencies to compare). The comparison of the models is given in Table 2 . It follows from the table that the mean-field approximation is twice more precise with respect to the null background distribution. The partial independence model, having twice bigger number of parameters, brings 11% of improvement in comparison to the mean-field approximation. One can conclude that the mean-field approximation can already serve as a useful (although still very simple) model of real codon frequencies.
Approximation of individual genome codon distributions
Now let us consider in some details how the mean-field approximation works. First, let us consider some bacterial genome A for which we observe a codon frequency distribution f A ijk and we approximate it by the corresponding mean-field model m A ijk . Let us also consider an alternative global average codon usage modelf ijk , i.e. we also compare the given codon distribution to the global average calculated for all available genomes. The question is: are all the genomes approximated uniformly well? As in the previous section, we evaluate the quality of the codon usage modeling by R 2 value of the linear regression. On the Fig. 4a we present comparison of two alternative models m ijk andf ijk for 348 available genomes. The resulting conclusion is quite interesting: as a rule, genomes with average GC-content close to 50% are relatively poor described by their mean-field approximations and the alternative hypothesis f A ijk =f ijk must be accepted. For AT-rich and GC-rich genomes the mean-field approximation works significantly better thanf ijk . One of the explanation of this observation is that close to GC=50% a genome is more free in choice of codons and this choice can be influenced by the codon bias (by evolutionary pressure) which shapes the codon distribution and can not be predicted from the position-specific nucleotide frequencies (a genome selects the most optimal codon among synonimous). However, there are genomes with GC-content close to 50% (like A.marginale, T.whipplei, H.walsbyi) and whose codon usage can be well estimated from the mean-field: this means that they are less influenced by the codon bias.
There is a small group of genomes for which neither mean-field nor average approximation work well (see Fig. 4a ): the most typical are H.butylicus, A.pernix, M.thermoautotrophicum, P.abyssi, P.torridus, T.acidophilum, A.aeolicus, M.thermophila, T.pendens, W.succinogenes, T.kodakaraensis. Interestingly, most of them are archaea habitating in extremal conditions (4 of them belong to Thermoprotei, 2 to Thermococci, 2 to Thermoplasmata families, also one in Methanobacteria and one in Methanomicrobia). Apparently, the environment of these bacteria greatly influences their codon composition and makes them different from the common trends.
On Fig. 4b two typical examples of genomes are presented, one is well described by the mean-field approximation and the other better fits the global average codon usage model.
Approximation of individual codon frequencies
Now let us consider an individual codon IKJ and look how its value is approximated by the mean-field model through all 348 bacterial genomes. In Fig. 5 the results of the linear regressions are given for 64 codons. It is clear from the figure that three usual stop codons tag, tga, taa, non-standard stop codon agg, standard start codon atg and non-standard ttg as well as cga codon (which can be easily mutated to tga) can not be well approximated by the mean-field model. There is some tendency that more frequent codons are better approximated (for example, relatively rare codons ccc and ggg are much worse approximated than more frequent aaa and ttt). Note that the regression slope in the fit is not always close to 1 although it is distributed for various codons around mean value 1 with standard deviation about 0.35. This reflects the fact that along some directions of codon frequency space, projection onto the mean-field manifold leads to distortions, such as systematic under-or overestimated codon frequencies. For example, the frequency of ggg codon is systematically under-estimated after projection onto the 9-dimensional mean-field manifold while frequency of two alternative start codons ctg and tta is systematically over-estimated. 
PCA analysis of bacterial codon usage and the meanfield model
On Fig. 6 we show 3D PCA plot 1 visualizing genome average codon usage distributions.
First three eigenvalues in codon usage PCA explain 59.1%, 7.8% and 4.7% of variation. To estimate the number of principal components we should retain (effective data dimension) we apply broken-stick distribution test [26] . First values in the broken-stick distribution for 64 dimensions are 7.3%, 5.8% and 5.0%. This means that formally this test gives dimension 2, however, the third values in both distributions are really close, thus, it is reasonable to consider 3-dimensional PCA.
The first two principal components (coordinates in PCA basis) have been shown (in [19] ) to correlate strongly with genomic G+C content and the optimal growth temperature respectively. The variation of codon usage along the third component was not discussed in the literature, but from Fig. 6 it could be extracted that it is related to the curvature of the mean-field approximation manifold M . The eubacterial and archaeal genomes are clearly distributed along two trajectories and we approximated them by fitting third order curves with genomic G+C content as a parameter:
where coefficients a αβγ , b αβγ , c αβγ , d αβγ are fitted from data separately for eubacterial and archaeal genomes. The order three is chosen because the mean-field approximations are known to be distributed along trajectories of the third order (p
, where all dependencies on GC are close to linear, see Fig. 2 ). These trajectories are also shown on Fig. 6 (top-right, bottom-left) . On  Fig. 6 (bottom-left) we use PCA to project both the average codon usage cu and the mean-field approximations mf onto the linear principal 3D manifold calculated for the mean-field approximations only. In this projection 2 one can see that, indeed, the mean-field approximation works quite nicely, but on the other linear manifold, constructed for the totality of the points, one can see that the mean-field approximations have a very particular displacement (see Fig. 6 (top-right) ). This observation makes the story with mean-field approximation far from being completely trivial: one has to explain why vectors connecting cu and mf points are almost co-linear on this picture and the mf points are collected together: Is this simply an artefact of projection or there is a specific direction of information loss in the 64-dimensional space? At least it is clear that the average codon usage is not simply randomly dispersed in the vicinity of M , but its ring-like spatial structure is somehow specifically oriented relative to the mean-field approximation manifold.
Discussion
We demonstrate that in 9-dimensional space of position-specific nucleotide usage p i α bacterial genomes form two straight lines: one line for eubacterial genomes, another for archaeal genomes. Both of lines can be parametrized by genomic G+C content in a very natural way, because p i α prove to be linear functions of genomic G+C content with high accuracy. These functions are different for different lines. The new phenomenon of complementary symmetry for codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies is observed, which also needs theoretical explanation. All these observations are statistically verified and do not depend on any codon usage model. These simple and beautiful facts can serve as good benchmarks for testing the mutationselection-evolution models.
We show that the eubacterial and archaeal genomes in the 63-dimensional (64−1) space of codon usage are distributed along two trajectories that are third order curves parametrized by genomic G+C content, and in the 9-dimensional space (12−3) of codon position-specific nucleotide frequencies bacterial genomes form two straight lines: one line for eubacterial genomes, the other for archaeal genomes. Some hints to observed structure were reported recently in studies on multivariate analysis of bacterial codon usage (for example, see Figure 6 from [8] , or in codon bias study in [14] ). Some other illustrations can be found in our publications [15] [16] [17] and on the web-site [18] . : PCA plots for the average codon usage and the corresponding meanfield approximations for 348 bacterial genomes; top-left: PCA plot of the average codon usage; top-right: projection on the linear envelope of principal components calculated for the average codon usage and the corresponding mean-field approximations taken together; bottom-left: projection on the linear envelope of principal components calculated for the mean-field approximations only. Solid lines represent triplet frequencies calculated with use of one-dimensional approximation of meanfield approximation (see Fig. 2 ), stroked lines represent fitting distribution of the average codon usage using third order curves. On the projection onto mean-field (bottom-left) same genomes represented by two points (codon usage and its meanfield approximation) are shown connected. The lengths of the lines correspond to the distance to the mean-field manifold.
Our observations are consistent with previous studies (Sueoka's neutrality plots, etc. [6, 20] ). Nevertheless, the accuracy of the linear approximations (Fig. 2) seems to be surprising. The correlation of amino-acids usage with genomic G+C content was studied previously for 59 bacterial genomes [9] . It is not difficult now to build a selection-mutation model that produces straight lines of position-specific codon usage, just following the Sueoka theory of directional mutation pressure and neutral molecular evolution [6] . These lines appear as quasi-steady states of a system of the first order reactions for a given concentration of one component (the genomic G+C content). The main challenge is to explain the observed high accuracy.
Codon usage is linked causally to a wide variety of both adaptive and nonadaptive factors including tRNA abundance, gene expression level, rates and patterns of mutations, protein structure, etc [21] . How to explain the accuracy of Fig. 2 and of Table 1 quantitatively? This challenging question already stimulates new hypotheses and studies of algebraic structures in genetic code and genomes [24] , and new mutation models are invented also [25] .
There exists hierarchy of statistical models of codon usage [23] : from the null background distribution (3 parameters), to the mean-field (or context-free or complete independence model) approximation (9 parameters) and the partial independence model (18 parameters). We tested these three models. Of course, the highest model in the tested hierarchy, the partial independence model, gives the best results, but the mean-field model is only 11% less precise (see Table 2 ) and has twice less parameters. We can conclude that the mean-field model can serve as a reasonable approximation to the real codon usage. How to explain the accuracy of the simple mean-field approximation ( Table 2 and Fig. 6 ) quantitatively? We still do not know an answer to this question.
